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englishforeveryone.org Name Date ? Intermediate Synonyms and Antonyms #8Synonyms: words that have the
same (or nearly the same) meaningsExample: large ? bigAntonyms: words that have opposite
meaningsExample: hot ? coldDirections: Choose the best synonym for the following words. 1) warning 3)
teacher 5) peril A. attention A. discussion A. doom B. emergency B. president B. happiness C. victim C. lea...
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englishforeveryone.org Name Date ? Beginning Synonyms and Antonyms #7Synonyms: words that have the
same (or nearly the same) meaningsExample: large ? bigAntonyms: words that have opposite
meaningsExample: hot ? coldDirections: Choose the best synonym for the following words. 1) many 3) cent 5)
value A. a few A. dime A. good B. some B. quarter B. price C. none C. penny C. worth D. a lot D. nickel D...
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DanSteel A S ProductsShot blasting and primingPurpose The protection of steel materials against corrosion
increases the life of a steel structure and provides a better working environment. Untreated steel materials
kept in the open air corrode quickly when exposed to the atmosphere. The longer the steel material is left
unprotected, the shorter is the lifespan of the structure. Therefore an early...
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